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The season that had just about everything in it, but ends the way last season did--- with no
playoff hockey in Raleigh is now officially over. The formalities complete with Monday's locker
clean out and media interviews all done.

The 2011-2012 season is officially over and for the third straight year, the Hurricanes will not be
participating in the post season. Clearly in the exit interviews all of the Canes player expressed
disappointment and frustration of again being on the outside of the group of eight that will
compete in the East, and offered some insight on what needs to happen, what happened in this
season and what they expect of themselves for next year.

Canes GM Jim Rutherford and Head Coach Kirk Muller met with the media for one last time
this season to discuss the season, the good, bad and ugly, as well as looked forward to next
season and what will need to happen to get back to where the team needs to be.

Player exit interviews:

Eric Staal

Cam Ward

Justin Faulk

Tim Gleason Brandon Sutter

Jeremy Welsh Jeff Skinner

In this piece from WRAL Sports that the Canes players are optimistic about next year.

Other end of season notes:
- Several Canes players were invited by their respective countries to represent at the IIHF
World Championships in Helsinki this spring,
Cam Ward &amp; Jeff Skinner will
represent Team Canada
, Pat Dwyer and
Justin Faulk for Team USA, Jiri Tlusty for Czech Republic and Jussi Jokinen for Finland. Tuomo
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Ruutu confirmation is pending and Joni Pitkanen will continue to rehab his knee and will sit out.

- Coach Kirk Muller will be an assistant for Team Canada at the World Championships
- Former Assistant Coach & a scout for the Canes this season, Tom Rowe, was named the
Head Coach of Lokomotiv of the KHL
. Lokomotiv as many remember was the team that parished in the horrific plane crash last fall
and included on it's roster, Former Cane, Josef Vasicek. Caniac Nation wishes Coach Rowe the
best.

- The NHL will hold it's Draft Lottery on Tuesday 4/10 at 7pm on TSN - Their feed will be
shown in the US on NBC Sports Network. While the Canes will not have a chance at the
projected 1st overall pick Nail Yakupov, they will be picking high again and it's been said this is
a decent draft class and the Canes will have a chance at a solid player. For tonight's lottery, the
Canes do have a chance to move up - but no higher than 4th pick.

Stay tuned Canes fans- there will be much to chat about in the off season, join the discussion
on the LGC Playoff Pool and join in and make your picks! There will surely be alot to talk about
in advance of the draft, as well as the UFA talk especially with Canes GM reiterating that he will
go out for a top tier free agent to play with Eric Staal, and the big fish in UFA land this year will
be Zach Parise.

Hearty thanks to all of the posters and Twitter followers for your contributions to the site in the
2011-12 season. The forums have been lively with participation and the conversation is always
great & Twitter is a great place to connect instantly with fans who love this team above all else.
It's been a trying time for Caniac Nation, but even in the darkest days of this season, people
had things to say and opinions to share & mostly people gutted it out. This time next year, we'll
be talkin' PLAYOFFS.

It's tough to end a season with no playoffs and have to say "wait til next year". Keep the
conversation going and we'll see everyone back at Raleigh Center Ice for Camp Brind 'Amour in
late August/September.
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